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The world’s best medical technology — in the lab or at the point of care

Ripette®pro
THE HANDY ONE patent pending

Flexible: With the Ripette®pro you can work flexibly 
with 12 practical tips sizes, 10 volume adjustments 
and 120 program steps.

Clear: Volume adjustments and dosing vision panel 
on the Ripette pro.

Handy: A perfect ergonomic design makes easy 
and comfortable use possible. With the easy-moving 
dosing button, in combination with the low weight, a 
long dosing series can be convently dispensed. 

Compatible: The Ripette®pro is compatible not only 
with PD-tips from Brand but also with combitips 
and combitips plus from Eppendorf and has been 
precisely aligned to Ritips professional from Ritter.

Independent: In addition to the 
handy design, the Ripette®pro 
has been constructed with a 
continuous-action mechanism. 
The Ripette pro is maintenance-
free and does not need any 

additional resources such as a 
power supply or batteries.

Contamination-free: Ripette® pro and Ritips®

The Ripette®pro is designed for dispensing 
contaminated fluids and volatile liquids. Due to the 
exclusive acceptance of dispenser tips with plunger 
i.e. Ritips and other compatible tips, the Ripette®pro is 
secure from contamination by ascending aerosols in 
the tip and guarantees  long-term secure use even with 
samples of high fluidity.

• Due to its low weight the Ripette®pro is most-
suitable for long dispensing series.

• Ergonomic design which allows a one-hand-
operation of volume selection, loading and 
dispensing of liquids.

• The dosing table shows all dosing possibilities at a 
glance for choosing the most-suitable tip for your 
application.

• The Ripette®pro is reliable and maintenance-free 
due to its robust design and a minimum of wear 
parts.

• By using selected premium materials the 
Ripette®pro shows a high resistance towards a 
broad range of chemicals. 

• Every device will be tested in terms of functionality 
and precision after production. Only after the 
requirements of DIN EN ISO 8655 have been 
fulfilled, a serial number will be issued.

PARTS No. Description Qty Price 
(ex. GST)

42020 - 0000 Ripette® Pro 1 $ 397.00
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INTRODUCTORY 
SPECIAL

Purchase 1 
Ripette® Pro

repetitive 
dispenser

and get

2 cases of 
RITIPS® STANDARD

of your choice
Please contact your 

POCD Scientific 
Sales Representative for details!

Call 1800 640 075

PART No. Description Qty Price 
(ex. GST)

40002 - 0000 Ritips®  0.05 mL 100 $127

40001 - 0001 Ritips®  0.5 mL 100 $90

40002 - 0001 Ritips®  1.25 mL 100 $90

40001 - 0003 Ritips®  2.5 mL 100 $90

40001 - 0004 Ritips®  5.0 mL 100 $90

40002 - 0002 Ritips®  12.5 mL 100 $90

40001 - 0008 Ritips®  25.0 mL 100 $109

40001 - 0009 Ritips®  50.0 mL 100 $109

40002 - 0010 Ritips® 0.05 mL bioclean® 100 $233

40001 - 0010 Ritips® 0.5 mL   bioclean® 100 $161

40002 - 0011 Ritips® 1.25 mL bioclean® 100 $161

40001 - 0012 Ritips® 2.5 mL   bioclean® 100 $161

40001 - 0013 Ritips® 5.0 mL   bioclean® 100 $161

40002 - 0012 Ritips® 12.5 mL bioclean® 100 $161

40001 - 0015 Ritips® 25.0 mL bioclean® 100 $194

40001 - 0016 Ritips® 50.0 mL bioclean® 100 $194

43001 - 
0847 Ritips®  adapter 25mL, red 1 $7

43001 - 0848 Ritips®  adapter 50 mL, 
grey 1 $7

Ritips® Standard
The classical range of dispenser tips

Precision dispenser tips standard and bioclean®, 
suitable for: Ritter Ripette, Ritter Ripette genX®, 
Multipette® 4780, Minilab 100/101, STEPMATE, 
EasyStep, Distriman®, HandyStep®, Multipette® 
plus1, HandyStep® electronic.
1) when using the Multipette® plus the screen will not 
display.
The following trademarks belong to; Multipette® to 
Eppendorf AG, HandyStep® to Brand GmbH + Co. 
KG, Distriman® to Gilson Inc., Bioclean® to Ritter 
GmbH


